
 

Reading 
 I can listen to others read to me and enjoy 

hearing lots of different texts like jokes, 
poems, rhymes, songs, both fiction and non- 
fiction texts  

Continue choosing books at home or read online 
stories with your child and talk about these. If 

possible find a non fiction text or book to read.  
You can also watch and listen to me read a story 
from home every day by going to our school 
GLOW page. 
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/wl/lpsblog/cate

gory/story-time-from-home/ 

 

 I can use my knowledge of phonics and 
spelling patterns to de-code new words  

group 1 oa    group 2 ll 
How many words can you find and write with 

this pattern?  Can you sort your words into 

groups of rhyming words? 

Key Words 
Continue to practise reading your ORT key 
words. Can you find your key words in any 
books? 

Number 
 I can measure using non-standard 

units. 
Using a variety of containers in your 

home fill them with water and compare 
sizes and amounts.  Like last week you 
can watch a short video that I have 
made to help you on our GLOW page. 
https://vimeo.com/410757668/43ac30
f682 
 

 I can count forwards and backwards 
clapping on either odd or even 
numbers.  Start from different 
numbers each time. 

Practise adding double numbers.  Ask 
your child to challenge themselves to 
count as high as they can. 
Find and sing doubles songs on 
YouTube.   

Sing these with your child and they can 
share this on their return to school. 
Can you add any actions to the song? 
 

IDL  Houses And Homes 
 By exploring my community and the groups within it, I can identify and consider different types of housing and how they meet needs.  

 
Read and retell the story of The Three Little Pigs. If you don’t have this book, you can watch it here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gdcgnSrUvU 

Talk about the different materials that houses are made from. 
Make a model of a new house for The Three Little Pigs. You could use construction like Duplo or Lego or use junk boxes. If possible, take a photograph of 
your model or draw a picture of it in your jotter. If possible send a photo of you model or picture to me! 
 

Writing 
 I can write a story and draw a detailed 

picture. 
 I can use my core targets  (capital letters, full 

stops, finger spaces, present work neatly) 
 

Topic –  Biff, Chip and Kipper 
All of the stories for this week’s Story Time from 
Home are about the Oxford Reading Tree 
family.and might help your child with ideas for 
writing their own story. It is probably better to do 
this task on Thursday or Friday after listening to 
the stories. 
 

Handwriting 
 I can form my letters correctly following 

the Handwriting Formation Sheet 
Practise writing the letters. Remember j is a 
descender and comes down under the line. 

              i j 
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